The Design Intelligence 2008 Education Survey and Ranking listed the AU/INDD undergraduate program 6th and graduate program 8th in the country.

The fourth Annual Designing “Green” “trash talk” event was a great success. The important message of material conservation and recycling was uniquely brought home by the innovative team assembled and produced. Thanks to all faculty (Professors Windham, Tsang, and Lauver, etc.) and designers (Coral Blanche, Brigitte Lesch, etc.) who made this event happen.

**The 30th Annual Design Interaction Symposium**

The 30th Annual Design Interaction Symposium is scheduled for Friday, November 2008, from 8:30 till 2:00 in the Dudley Hall Auditorium. Industrial and graphic designers from Kohler Planning Fixtures and Dell Computers will present how industrial and graphic designers integrate their effort to promote highly design sensitive products within their respective companies.

Department Head Clark Lundell co-authorized a paper “Science as 21st Century"...
Mythology” with AU Biology Professor James Bradley which was presented at the annual Alabama Academy of Science meeting in Birmingham. Clark also made a presentation on Instructional Design at the first annual Manufacturing Matters meeting hosted by the Alabama Technology Network in Montgomery. Clark’s post baccalaureate students designed award winning concepts for the International WoodWorks Association.

Pete Schiebel, Eric Thomas, Chad Borden, Franklin Hicks, and Ali Conn also provided critical support.

Southern Living field trip, front left

Alabama: Summer 2008

Exhibition in CADC’s Dudley Gallery.

Huntsville Museum of Art, Huntsville, AL; completed exhibition and Space 300 exhibition, Flow Invitational Art Fair, Miami, FL; has exhibited paintings, through the American Streamlined Design exhibition; won two Gold, one Silver and one Bronze APEX Award and ASHA Award. He also won two Gold, one Silver and one Bronze design award from the Association for Communication Excellence. Professor Heck has designed over 250 magazine covers, over 1000 book covers, and has been named as one of the 100 most influential designers of the last 60 years.
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Rayalong with faculty

Assistant Professor Samantha Sanders designed the “Get Ready” graphic for student applications. Bret also served on the Student Design Awards Committee at the 2008 AIGA National Conference in Phoenix. He also served on the AIGA chapter’s Board of Directors.

Randy Bartlett

addComponent of the INDD Ireland Program for 11 years. In 2008, the INDD program and has consistently been invited to present at Design Design Notes conference, and serves as National Chair, Comprehensive Guide for Graphic Designers (book.)

Katherine McClusky’s project was selected for publication. Professor Bryant designed the special edition Auburn Magazine cover and feature article for the Auburn University Design Interaction 2007 poster card that was developed and submitted to the Type Directors’ Club competition and her brand name “RenAir” was invited to the Jarden Name Idea Hunt competition. Professor Bryant served as a Juror for the Designing with Current Technologies competition.
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